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AN OVERVIEW OF THE MOUNTAIN WEATHER FORECAST PROGRAM IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA

Robert M. MacKenzie
Pacific Weather Centre, Vancouver, B.C.

Introduction

Timely and accurate forecasts of certain
meteorological parameters can facilitate the evaluation of
avalanche hazard and control. In the winter of 1964-65 the
Vancouver Weather Office was asked to provide warnings of
expecteo heavy and prolonged snowfalls for the Avalanche
Warning Centre at Rogers Pass. In subsequent years, the
mountain weather forecast program has been expanded to
include meteorological support to the British Columbia
Ministry of Transportation and Highways, to ski areas within
B.C., and to Parks Canada at Yoho Park. Currently the
Pacific Weather Centre at Vancouver prepares mountain
weather forecasts for each of nine defined regions in
British Columbia.

Times of Issue and Valid Periods of Mountain Weather
Forecasts

Mountain forecasts are issued daily at 6 a.m. and
3 p.m. from approximately November 1 to April 30. Both
morning and afternoon forecasts are valid from the time of
issue until midnight of the following day. Revisions to the
forecasts are made whenever significant differences between
predicted and actual conditions occur.

Content of the Mountain Weather Forecast

Each forecast begins with a synopsis which
provides a description of the general weather pattern.
Pressure areas and frontal systems that are expected to
affect British Columbia during the forecast perioo will be
specified in terms of their positions, intensities, and
directions of motion. Air mass characteristics may also be
described. Forecasts for each of the nine regions
invariably will contain predictions of the following
elements:

1. sky condition;
2. wind direction and speed;
3. freezing level height.
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Depending on the 3ynoptic situation, other
parameters that may be specified in the regional forecasts
include:

1. character of precipitation:
2. snowfall amounts:
3. heavy snowfalls:
4. prolonged snowfalls:
5. temperature trends:
6. freezing level behaviour:
7. wind shifts.

The morning forecast will include an extended
outlook for each region for days three, four, and five.
Similarly, in the afternoon issue, each regional forecast
will contain an outlook for the third day.

Data Acquisition

In British Columbia, meteorological information
from the Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) observing
network needs to be augmented in order to provide an
adequate weather forecast service for the mountain areas.
As a consequence, several organizations, in cooperation with
the AES, voluntarily establish weather reporting stations
for the winter season. During the corning winter, reports
will be received from 46 B.C. Ministry of Transportation and
Highways stations, 18 ski resorts, four National Parks
stations, one B.C. Hydro site and two mine locations. The
observations are taken twice daily and each contains the
following elements:

1. sky condition:
2. temperature:
3. wind speed and direction:
4. depth of snowpack:
5. amount of new snow:
6. 24 hour snowfall amount:

and in ski area reports only:

7. visibility.

The reports as compiled at the Pacific Weather
Centre are transmitted over the AES teletype circuits to
weather offices throughout British Columbia. They have
proven useful not only in the mountain weather forecast
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program but also in the provision of weather services to
aviation and the travelling public. The importance of
accurate observing and reporting cannot be over-emphasized.
It is necessary on a real-time basis and it must be borne in
mind that future forecasts are also highly dependent on the
data used to develop prediction methods.
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Discussion

Emslie:

Since the beginning of the mountain forecast
program, we have been unable to carry the mountain forecast
on radio stations in B.C. Is there any chance this
organization can bring some pressure on broadcast news?

MacKenzie:

I will present that to the officer in charge of
the Pacific Weather Centre and see what he can do about it.
T think that there has been a great reluctance on the part
of broadcast news to carry this because their circuits are
so jammed as it is.
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